
 

 
Ontario Secondary School DANCEFEST AWARDS 

 
OSSDF Placement AWARDS OF EXCELLENCE - 1st, 2nd, 3rd for every category defined by 
dance style, group size and level of performance 
 
OSSDF SPECIAL AWARDS - awarded by the adjudicators - a variety of titles based on the 
themes and concepts seen in the performances of the dance entries including…Great 
Commitment; Emotion; Powerful Message; Full Out; Style; Dancers with Heart; Dynamic 
Personality; Stand Out Dance; Enthusiasm; Dancer Connection; Creative Concept; Unison; 
Creative Costume, Great Focus, Collaborative Choreography; Great Use of Props; Daring Lift; 
Stage Presence; Unique Adaptation Choreography; Unique Choreography;... 
 

- MOST EFFECTIVE VIRTUAL COLLABORATION - pre-recorded dance entries using 
several perspectives of the dance performance with multiple dancers 

- BEST INTEGRATION OF MASK AS A COSTUME PIECE  
 
CREATIVE COLLABORATIONS - awards presented to schools who enter this non-competitive 
dance entry - all schools eligible - 2 per school sponsored by DramaSound (does not require a 
full front perspective - can have multiple perspectives)  
 
Special Awards for CREATIVE COLLABORATION events only 
 

- MOST CREATIVE FILMOGRAPHY- pre-recorded dance entries using several 
perspectives of the dance performance - 'most creative overall use of the virtual 
platform', ‘most creative solution to virtual challenges’ 

- MOST IMAGINATIVE FILMOGRAPHY - pre-recorded dance entries using several 
perspectives of the dance performance - ‘most imaginative use of virtual 'set design' 

 
OSSDF OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE Awards: based on technical marks 
Each Group Size: Solo, Duet/Trio, Small, Medium and Large 
Each Performance Level: Novice, Intermediate 1, Intermediate 2, Advance 1, Advance 2 
 
OSSDF OUTSTANDING CHOREOGRAPHY Awards: based on artistic marks 
Each Group Size: Solo, Duet/Trio, Small, Medium and Large 
Each Performance Level: Novice, Intermediate 1, Intermediate 2, Advance 1, Advance 2 
 
 



 

OVERALL OSSDF Awards of Excellence for DANCE ARTISTRY 
 
OVERALL Awards of Excellence for DANCE ARTISTRY will be decided by the 
Adjudicators using criteria based mainly on the artistic merit with some technical evaluation 
used to narrow the potential winners.  
 
MOST INSPIRING OSSDF SCHOOL (highest accumulative marks from dance entries of 3 
different dance styles and levels of performance will be averaged) 
 
The following awards will be given out with a focus to spread the wealth amongst the 
schools, dance entries and dancers; therefore, I am listing the next awards from highest to 
lowest.  (They will not be announced in this order)  
Note:  If a dancer or dance entry has won the higher award, the awards following are not eligible to them, 
although potentially they might have also won this award. 
 
MOST INSPIRING OSSDF CHOREOGRAPHER (must have dance entries in at least 2 different 
dance styles) 
 - presented to one choreographer from each Performance Level - Novice, Int.1, Int.2, Adv.1, 
Adv.2) 
 
MOST INSPIRING OSSDF DANCER (must have dance entries in at least 2 different dance styles) 
 - presented to one dancer from each Performance Level - Novice, Int.1, Int.2, Adv.1, Adv.2 
 
MOST INSPIRING OSSDF GROUP PERFORMANCE (for each size - small, medium and large) 
 
MOST INSPIRING OSSDF DUET or TRIO 
 
MOST INSPIRING OSSDF SOLO  
 
Most Inspiring Dancer from each School** 
**is selected by the teacher from each school prior to the event.  A video of this announcement 
is pre-recorded and sent in to be shown at the event at the Awards.  
 
 
 


